[Inherent efficiency of stress-limiting systems as a factor of the resistance to stress-induced disorders].
A hypothesis is substantiated in accordance to which a resistance of an organism to stress damages depends upon genetically determined peculiarities of its regulatory stress-limiting systems that restrict stress reaction and its detrimental effects. A comparison of differences between the stress resistance and the activity of the stress-limiting systems (dopaminergic, serotoninergic, nitric oxide and heat shock proteins systems) in rats of two strains August and Wistar indicates that the higher hereditary activity of mentioned systems is associated with the higher resistance to acute emotional stress; and the lower hereditary activity of these systems associated with the lower resistance to this stress. At the same time the adaptation to repeated non-damaging exposures to stressor aimed to rise the stress resistance leads to opposite results in rats of the mentioned strains. In the animals with the higher hereditary resistance to acute stress (August rats) the adaptation reduces this resistance. In the animals with the lower hereditary stress resistance (Wistar rats) that sort of adaptation really rises this resistance. That is determined by changes in activity of the stress-limiting systems during repeated stress exposures. In the animals with the higher hereditary activity of the stress-limiting systems the adaptation reduces the activity of these systems. In the animals with the lower hereditary activity of the stress-limiting systems the adaptation rises this activity and the resistance of these animals to stress damages.